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A BASEBALL OOLUMN BY SETH OOUNDLY 
regularly of Psychology Today magazine 

are you all feeling today? I hOfe you're tetter 
than I am, tecause I feel terrible. 

Tte start of tte 1986 taseball season h3.s IIB in a quandry. You see, I 
grew up in Connecticut. I was born there and raised th:re by my parents for a 
while, that is until they decided they could h3.ve more fun vacationing all the 
time and left IIB With a series of aunts," nannies and uncles. But those familiar 
with my columns lmow all "Chat already. I bring up Connecticut tecauSe it was 
tlEre tnat I develofed the dual fans hip to th: New YorK tvEts and Boston Red 
Eox. 

I felt it necessary to h3.ve a favorite team in roth leagues so that I 
wouldn't favor ei tter league over tte other. As a child I cared deeply for tne 
fortunes of all tte players on both teams. I wanted to see tlEm grow and 
prosper and became good all-around players. But- alas, both teams of that period 
were never very successful and much of my youth was spent hiding under my bed, 
thinking about defeat and what it meant to a fragile toy such as myself, a roy 
WID was fitted with glasses while still in the crib. 

In the late '60s when both teams improved to tte point of appearing in 
th: World eeries I discovered a new emotion--shame. Yes, shame. Tte shame of 
pulling for good teams-teams of destiny. I spent a lot of time by myself, 
hoping no one would notice. By this time I was in high school, excused from gym 
because of asthma and a knee that buckled wrenever I as much as jogged. The gym 
teachers despised - me, of course. But I won their grudging admiration by 
discussing baseball fluently while my peers did laps around the school. I hid 
from tnem tre pain that was tearing my insides out-the pain emanating from tte 
M:ts victory over tbe Braves in tte '69 playoffs. How could trey "understand 
what I was feeling? Pn adolescent driven to madness tecause for the first time 
his team was doing welL How could I face those poor YanKee fans, knowing that 
th:ir team" was no longer great? I felt so sorry for th:m, and my sorrow 
crippled me. 

I went to college in Boston and Kept to myself, reading the sports page 
and tecoming a psychologist. I h3.d a call-in show on the college radio station 
called "Please Call Me J I am Eomeone You Can Talk To." O1e night Eddie Kasko 
phoned in and told me h: was h3.ving trouble with his pitching and i"C made him 
deP0=ssed. I wep"C openly on the air and was kicked off tte station. 

Wnich brings us to early June 1986. Both of my teams are playing so well 
I want to cry. Why should I be so lucky? How come wmn I-rre--mw come wten I 
lOOK on the sports page the news is good seven out of ten - times? Certainly I 
don'1; deserve this? I don 1 t feel worthy of it. Better someboay else. Eome poor 
man in Cleveland,perhaps. (By the way, I wrote a letter to tre PLAIN-DEALER 
apologizing for tte agony ttey h3.ve had over the years--agony I feel partially 
responsible for by following a team that has finis red ahead of them every year. 
Did tte le"Cter appear?) 

LooK inside me friends, do you see my guilt? I am drowning in it. It 
swallows me liKe a tidal wave. I CAN'T BEAR ANY MORE VICTORIES 1 ! 1 EACH ONE IS 
MAKING ME MORE AND MORE GUILTY AND ASHAMED. My only consolation is that between 
the two teams there are going to be some slumps coming up and then I can start 
living normally again. I HAVE CONE NOTHING 'ill DESERVE THIS GOOD FORTUNE-PLEASE 
TAKE IT AWAY FROM l~ NOW!!! " 
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----An~lysi:-...... 
IN THIS ISSUE: iD-cs of shorter articles for ylall. First up is [avid F. Hoppes with 
"Run Production and Run Prevention Correlated to Wins." 'IT.en Ctarles Pavitt steps in 
with lIBias in Infielding Eva 1 uation 1 : Pitching Handedness. IT Next in is Tom 
Hanranan f s "The Size and Nature of tLE Platoon Differential. lI Mcnor man in thi,s 
issue is old friend Dick O'Brien with llEa11 Park Evaluation and Humidity as Factors 
in Home Run Production. 11 ••• In the last issue I reported -chat rumors had teen 
LEard that a baseball season was about to get underway. I promised I would like mto 
tnis. Well, I have and tLE rumors turned out to 'ce true. In fact, quite a numt:er of 
games have teen played. What all this means I can only speculate,. How it will effect 
this publication I don't know. • •• Reader Sport Nartisfine of Blushing Pines, 
Micnigan has written in to ask all ANALYST readers for a favor. He is planning a 
baseball tour this summer and would like some of you to put him up for th: night. He 
prefers that you live near a major or minor leag1..12 team and include steak en your 
rrenu. He will 'ce -crave ling witn his four sons, Clete-Cloyd, Alkaline, F-Robbyand 
B-Robby wno all like to sleep on water t:eds. Sport says te "smokes a lot" but if it 
offends he won't do it at th: dinner table. Also along for the trip will t:e Sport's 
twin ferrets Rick and Wes. They like live mice. Won't you 'ce neighborly and have 
Sport and his family in? Reply care of this office. • . • Now that Earry Bonds is up 
with tre Pirates I tegan wondering what the closest gap between career ends and 
star\;S for a fatter and son is. [ad Bonds retired at the 'ceginning of the decade and 
I would have to think that's one of tte smaller gaps. Of course "the ~IcRae ' splayed 
in tLE same spring training game this year, but that doesn't count. • • • In tre 
next issue we f 11 ha.ve an article by Jerry Klug. Jerry and I have teen to a couple of 
games this year and te tells me h:' s designed a baseball table game that is teing 
tested right now and will 'ce available for public consumption next year. I 
think my favorite article in the '86 ABSTRAGr is the one Bill wrote on the Houston 
Astros. Is ttere a more perfect analogy extant? 

ABOUT THE fiVER: The cover this month is by Pablo Picasso. It is entitled I1Easeball 
Cctedule Menagerie. " I purchased it from the Ray CLEgly,' IV Art Gallery in Juarez, 
Mexico using ANALYST"funds. Mr. Ctegly says that late in life Picasso became not 
cnly a1+ avid baseball fan but a dedicated photo-realist. 



RUN PRODUcrION AND RUN PREVENTION CORRELATED TO WINS 

David F. Hoppes 

The purpose of this study "\Vas to determine if winning percentages correlate 
better to a team's ability to score runs or to a team's ability to .. 
prevent opponents fran scoring. The study considered all teams from 
1920 through 1983. It found that run production was just slightly mre 
i1rJrx:>rtant than run prevention, but for all practical pruposes they were 
equally :important. I suspect that this conclusion would suprise neither the 
casual fan nor the saberrnetricians whose articles I have read in the 
mALYill'. But, this conclusion is surely in disagreement with the co:i:lVentional 
wisdan of announcers and front-office baseball establishment who say that 
pitching is 75% of the grure. In fact, pitching plus defense is just 
less than 50% of the reason games were won or lost over the last 64 seasons. 

The idea behind this study is simple. Represent a team's winning fraction 
as two components: an offensive component with its weighting factor 0, and 
a defensive component with its weighting factor D. The offensive per
formance component is the team's runs per game divided by the league average 
runs per grure (R ), and the defensive performance component is the league 
average runs pe¥"'~ divided by the team's opponents' runs per garre ( Rw) 
Thus: DR 

~ = (/) (R) + D ( R AV~) 
W+L RAV (,. OR 

Values of the weighting factors (/) and D are then found such that there is 
a mininrum overall deviation between the actual winning fractions of the teams 
and their calculated winning fractions. 

After getting oogged down in the rmthernatics, I decided to consider 
seven specific sets of weighting factors for each league-year, and then find 
which set gave the minimum deviation between calculated and actual wins. The 
sets were: 

Set # (/) D Type of Correlation Implied 

1 0 .5 !Winning correlates strictly with defensej 
2 .1 .4 f 3 .2 .3 
4 .25 .25 tWinning correlates equally with both I 
5 .3 .2 

~ 6 .4 .1 
7 .5 0 jWinning correlates strictly with offense I 

Note that in each case a truly average team (R=OR=R) will have a calculated 
50% winning rate. AII~ 
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Run Production and Run Prevention Correlated to Wins 
David F. Hoppes 

Before discussing the results, two p:::>ints should be noted about this 
correlation. First, this correlation is not as accurate as the Pythagorian 
TheorEm, but it is accurate enough for the purpose of determining the 
relative import~nce of run production versus run prevention, over the period 
of several seasons. Frem 1920 through 1983 the average yearly deviation 
between" a teamts actual wins and its calculated wins was 3.22 games 
using the Pythagorian Theorem, and 5.36 grures using this weighted 
offense plus defense correlation. 

Secondly, for any single league-year the results must be taken with caution. 
This is because rmny or all of the seven sets of weighting factors might 
produce aJ.nnst equally accurate correlations for a single year; and a 
shift of just a few wins" could make a big differnece in which set of 
weighting factors proved to be best. Thus the results only have real 
meaning when they are considered over several seasons, thereby averaging 
out the TI close callsll

• 

+0 
Now the results, which are shown in the accompanying table and figure. 

A 
The principal result is that over the long run in both leagues, run 
prevention and run production have essentially the same weighting factor -
or importance- in determining how many grures a team wins. 

Another observation is that offensive importance in the Arrerican League 
.has ~n on a steady rise frem 1960 to 1983. At first, this may seem 
to be inconsistent with the fact that scoring in the AL was at an all 
tirre low in the mid-60s and was not particularly high in the 70s and early 
80s. But the correlation that I have used only relates offensive and 
defensive importance to wins within a league-year. The figures say that 
AL run-scoring teams in the 70s and 80s were rewarded with wins IIDre than 
run preventing teams even though the AL teams were scoring fewer runs than 
in earlier decades. It is interesting to speculate whether the 
introduction of the DH is a factor in the rise of offensive importance 
in the AL. 

The recent downward trend in offensive L~rtance in the NL is also 
interesting, but it is quite p:::>ssible that the last half of the 80s will 
see offensive importance rise back to the nominal (.25) weighting factor 
value. This pattern is seen several tirrBS in the figure. 
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Run Production and Run Prevention correlated to Wins 
David F. Hoppes 

A'ITACHMENT 

Results: 1920 - 1983 

W = (/J (R \ + D (R ,\v~) 
W+L RAJr OR 

Where 0 and D are determined to give best fit to the data for the 
league-year. 

OFFENSIVE WEIGHTING FACIDR(0) DEFENSIVE WEIGHTING FAClDR(D) 

Years American National American National 

1920-24 .25 .24 .25 .26 
1925-29 .33 .27 .17 .23 
1930-34 .29 .17 .21 .33 
1935-39 .18 .21 .32 .29 
1940-44 .25 .20 .25 .30 
1945-49 .32 .39 .18 .11 
1950-54 .14 .29 .26 .21 
1955-59 .23 .30 .27 .20 
1960-64 .12 .28 .38 .22 
1965-69 .26 .24 .24 .26 
1970-74 .27 .27 .23 .23 
1975-79 .32 .28 .18 .22 
1980-83 .375 .175 .125 .325 

Average .255 (51%) .256 (51%) .245 (49%) .244 (49%) 
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Bias in Infielding Evaluation 1: 
Pitching Handedness 

Charles Pavitt 

Sabermetricians pretty much agree that the ideal method for 
evaluating infielding is to determine the number of balls hit 
into an infielder's "area" and the proportion of those balls that 
are successfully fielded. Unfortunately, judging an infIelder's 
area may be too difficult a task to perform reliably, and "con
ventional" ,statistics do not even tell us how many plays are made 
on batted balls. Both putouts and assists are "impure" measures, 
including plays made as a result of balls hit to other fielders, 
and as a result inaccurate measurements of fielding range. Happi
ly, the problem this circumstance causes us can now be solved. In 
a stud:>-' reported in Anal:>-'st 21, Clem Coml:>-' "cleansed" Range 
Factor of these "impurities," and given the availability of 
Proj ec t Scoresh eet data, here" s hopi ng that Bi 11 ,James and other:, 
will do likewise in the future. 

For pre-Project season~, conventional statistics will have 
to do. The task is to determine the best measure given this 
circumstance. Comly"s data suggests that about half of middle 
infielders' putouts, and about one-fourth of third basemen's, are 
made on plays o.tb..ec. than fielding the ball. However, less than 
ten percent of assists are made similarly (see Comly's Tables 2, 
3, and 4). It follows that assists per game is the most reason
able conventional substitute for our desired measure. It has 
other flaws; for example, it undervalues the "good-field-no-hit" 
players who are often pinchhit for and, as a r~sult, play less· 
innings and have fev·.ter fielding opportunities per game than 
bette~ hitters. Assists per inning would be a better measure, and 
again Project Scoresheet can give us the necessary information. 

Of course, no measure of anything is perfect; there will 
always be error. The problem is whether the error is random or 
systematic. Random error in, sa:>-', a fielding measure weakens our 
measurement equally for all fielders, so that the fielder r'ated 
best by an ideally perfect measure will probably be rated best by 
our imperfect measure. Systematic error, or bi.as, weal-~en:. our 
evaluations unequall:>-' among fielders, so that the fielder rated 
best by an ideally perfect measure stands a good chance of ll.o:.i 
being rated best by a biased measure. Imperfection is excusable 
in both people and measures, but bias is not. Infielders' hitting 
ability, as descrIbed above, is one source of bias in measures 
:.uch as assists per' ';lame. A second sOI.Jrce of bias in such mea
sures is that the:>-' ignore fielders" opportunity' to have balls hit 
in their area in the first place. 

As I have descr i bed abc1ve, ~!.Je presen t 1 Y have no method for 
measuring fielding opportunity. We do, however, have methods for 
estimating whether fielding opportunities differ among infielders 
c,n different teams. For' example, fielding c,pportunity is partly a 
result of pitching "handedness." Against a righthanded pitcher, 
there is a tendency for the opposing manager to stack the lineup 
with lefthanded batters; the appearance of a lefthanded pitcher 
will result in more righthanded batters at the plate. As most 
batters pull the ball, more leTtnanded [righthandedJ batters mean 
more balls hit to the first and second ba:.emen [shortstop and 



third basemen]. Pitching staffs that are predominantly righthan
ded [lefthanded] will mean more lefty [rightyJ batters and more 
fielding opportunities for the right IleftJ side of the infield. 
It turns out that there is a great deal of variation in the 
proportion of righties/lefties on pitching staffs. In 1981, for 
example, righthanders were responsible for a full 91.3 percent of 
the innings pitched by the Cincinnati Reds' staff, but only 36.7 
percent of the innings pitched by the New York Yankees. The 
potential exists for a serious underestimate of the fielding 
ability of the left side of the Red infield and the right side of 
the Yankee infield IAlith the use of assists per game or any compa
rable measure <such as Range Factor). 

The ideal way to determine whether any bias actually exists 
is to calculate the relative number of balls hit in various areas 
of the field during a season against righty and lefty pitchers. 
Conventional statistics do not give~s the information necessary 
to make this determination, but they do provide enough informa
tion to calculate an estimate of the bias. If there is a strong 
positive correlation between the percentage of innings pitched by 
righthanders on a team and th~ assists made by the right side of 
the team"'s infield, and an equall~'" strong negative corr'elation 
between righthanded innings and the assists made by the left side 
of the team's infield, then assists per game and related measures 
Csuchas Range Factor) are biased. The following is a test of 
this possibility. 

Data for each mcr.jc1r league team during the 1'7'813 and 1981 
seasons publ ished in the D££.itial Baseball Guirle IAlas used in the 
anal~/sis, resulting in a sample of 52 cases. The fact that 1981-
was the strike year and hence only two-thirds as long as the 
average season was not a problem, as the number of innings pitch
ed and number of fielding plays decreased at a corresponding 
rate. Innings pitched by righthanders andlefthanders each season 
on each team wer'e ·:.ummed, and the per·centage of total innings 
pitched by righties calculated. Each team's number of assists at 
each infield position for each >-'ear was calculated b>-' summing the 
number of putouts and assists made by everybody who appeared at 
the pc,sition and dividing by the number of games the team 
played.[lJ The resulting correlations between proportion of in
nings pitched by righthanders and both number of assists at each 
infield position were: 

Po~.i t i on 
First Base 
Second Base 
Shortstop 
Th i r·d Base 

Assists 
-. 118 

.291 
-.363 
-.539 

i.-'lith a sample size of 52, any correlation more extreme than 
+/-.273 could have occurred b~/ chance less than fi ...... ·e percent of 
the time. Thus, based on the correlations between assists and 
righthanded innings, we find evidence supporting the existence of 
the predicted bias in three of four cases. As expected, the 
oreater the proportion of innings pitched by righthanders, the 
more balls are hit to the second basemen and the less balls are 
hit to the shortstop and third basemen. The exception is first 



i-;-) basemen, for vJhom assists have a insignificant negative corr-\':!la
tion with righthanded innings. Pete Palmer has suggested to me 
that this surprising finding may be due to first basemen~s posi
tioning. Against lefthanded batters, they are more likely to be 
playing near the base, allowing them a greater opportunity to 
make plays at first themselves <and getting putouts). Against 
righthanded batters, they are more likely to be far from the 
base, forcing them to flip the ball to the pitcher <and getting 
assists). 

For the other infielders, the bias seems to exist. While the 
consequences of this bias on our measurements are unknown, we can 
make a st&b at determining them through linear regression. In 
short, we can make use of an equation that, when given a particu
lar percentage of righty innings pitched, allows us to predict 
the expected number of assists made by a particular fielder 
based on the league average of and correlation between these two 
measures. The form of the equation is 

Y = a + bX 

with, in our case, X equalling the percentage of righty innings, 
b equal I ing a J,'Jeighting factor (Uregression coefficient"), Y 
equalling the expected number of plays made by the fielder, and a 
equalling the value of Y when X equals zero. We can then compare 
the actual and expected number of assists made to determine 
whether a particular team~s fielders J;..Ier-e perfor-ming up to 
expectations. 

As an example, I performed a regression analysis for assist5 
by shortstops in both leagues for the 1981 season. The mean 
values for. th.:<_t ~-eason ~oJere 71.57 percent righthanded innings 
pitched and 3.27 assists per game by shortstops. Thus, if 71.57 
percent c.f a gi"'/en team"'s defensive innings were pitch'ed b:y' 
righties, then one would expect their shortstops to have 3.27 
assists per game. The regression coefficient was -.0137. Thi:. 
means that for every additional [decrease of] one percent of 
innings pitched by righthanders, a team~s shortstops should have 
-.B87 -less [more] assists per game. Based on the percentage of 
r-ighty innings a par-ticul ar team had, c.ne can cc.mpute the expec
ted number of assists their shor-tstops would be expected to have 
made. Then, by cc.mpar-ing the number- of as:-ist~- per- gaIne actuall::l 
made v.Jith this estimate-, one can discover whether the team":
shortstops were actually performing up to expectations. 

The accompanY'ing table li~-ts each team in or-der of their 
r-elative pr-opor-tion of r-ighthanded inninQs, the corresponding 
expected number of shortstop assists, the actual number of short
stop assists and corresponding rank among teams, and the propor-
tion of actual to expected number of assists and corresponding 
rank among te.:<.m~-. Bec,:<.use it takes into account pi tching-handed
ness bias, the latter is a better measure of. shortstop ability 
than actual assists alone. U~ward-pointing arr-ows distinguish 
those teams whose shor-tstop~-~ performance r-anl(ing h.3.s t,,:?en under
estimated by at least thr-ee-and-a-half as a result of the bias 
<in this case, as a result of a preponderance of righthanded in
nings), and asterisl{s distinguish those teams whose shortstops~ 
rankings have been analogously overestimated (due to above-aver--



age lefthanded innings). 
For a start, the results show that 1981 shortstcrps could be 

subdivided rather roughly into several echelons. The performances 
of Saint Louis (Templeton/Ramsey), Milwaukee (Yount/Romero), San 
Diego (Smith), and California (Burleson) were clearly superior. A 
second group woul d incl ude Detroi t (Trammell), Texas (Mendclza/ 
Wagner), Atlanta (Ramirez/Gomez), Seattle (Anderson/Auerbach/Ser
na), and the Cubs (DeJesus). On the down si de are several poor' 
performances, particularly for Oakland (Picciolo/Stanley) and the 
Yankees (Dent/Milbourne). As for the handedness bias, rankings 
for shortstops do not differ very drastically between the mea
sures, wi th the excepticrn of thcr~.e te~.ms on the extr'eme ends _' 
pitching h~.ndedness. The bias appears to be a problem for team~, 

with less than about sixty or more than about eighty-five percent 
righthanded innings. 

To conclude, it appears that pitching handedness may cause a 
problem for evaluating shortstops.! performance, but the problem 
is probably not very harmful except in cases where teams are at 
either extreme in. pr'oportion of rigt'Lthanded innings. Even in 
those cases, the ~.s.l.a...ti.1l2 per'fc1rmances crf < .... ·ery str,crng (~.ee for' 
example Smith and Burleson) and \/ery weak (Dent and PiccicrTo) 
shortstops ar'e unaffected. The .absolu.±.e performances of these 
shortstops are, however, affected by the bias. To be perfectl:y ' 

frank, as Ozzie Smith was playing with a team strongly biased 
toward lefthander's, his perfor'mance lAlith San Diego, lAlhile still 
impressive, has prc,bably' been crverr·ated. Analy~,is clf other ye~.r·s 

is necessary for a firm conclusion, and analysis of other posi
tions is also necess.ary to determine whether' similar problems" 
exist. As the correlations between assists and righthanded in
nings is ~,maller for ~.ecc'nd basemen and larger' for' third ba~.emen, 
one I,I.Jould expect the bias problem to be respectively lesser and 
greater for each relative to shortstops. 

In the future, I plan to expand the assist-per-game analysis 
to 1980-1983 for all infield positions. I also plan to determine 
the joint effects of pitching handedness with a second possible 
bias; pitching staff striKeouts. Unfortunately, this requires me 
to locate a multiple regression computer program; does anyone 
have one handy? Star·tinQ with 1984. thanx to Pr'clject Scc're~,heet, 
the analysis' can be per~ormed with'Comly's Fielded Range Factor 
(plays o~ batted balls per nine innings). Further, the Project 
allc,ws us to separate outfielders'" putouts among specltlc CIUt
field positions and perform a similar study, under the hypothesis 
that rightfielders.! putouts may be overestimated and leftfield
ers/ putouts underestimated as righthanded innings increase. 

FOOll'-lOTE 

1 - Performing the anal y'~,is fc,r teams ~.~. a IJ.Jhol e hel ps us avoid 
the bias against "good-field-no-hit" infielders at the expense of 
not di~,ting'Jishing ~.mong a team's players at a given positic:rn. 
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ANALYSIS OF ASSISTS 8Y SHORTSTOPS FOR 19:31 SEASON 

Team /~ Righty Expected Ac tua 1 Rani( Actual/ Ranl( 
Innings Assists Assists Expected 

NY Yanl<ees 36.71 3.51 3.134 20 .87 *25 

Chi White Sox 51.136 3.41 3.35 9 .98 *14.5 

Kansas Ci ty' 54.71 3.39 3.09 19 .91 *23.5 

San Diego 55.139 3.38 3. '7' 1 -J 
"- 1. 16 '~I .... 

Los Angeles 56.83 3.37 3.21 15 .95 17.5 

Mi llNaukee 613.61 3.:35 3.92 1 1. 17 -J 
"'-

8al timor-e 61. 81 3.34 3.38 8 1. 01 10 

8os.ton ,52.65 .-, '~-I 
• .:, If "-'~ 3.36 113 .99 12.5 

Seattle 63. 13'7' 3.33 3.43 7 1. 03 :3.5 ( 

Philadephia 63. :37 3.33 3.22 14 ~'7 · , ( 
1,~t 

San Fr-ancis.co 69.60 3.28 3. 13 16.5 .95 17.5 

Saint Lou i~- ,59. 1?6 3.28 :3.86 3 1. 18 1 

Texas- 71.52 3.27 3.45 6 1.06 6 

l"linnesota 74 . '7'~3 .-:.. "j= ,,-I. ~-...; 2.95 25 .91 23.5 

[-'lets 75.:3'7' 3.24 3.00 22.5 .93 21.5 

Cl e\h?l and 77.67 3.23 3.02 21 ,-,0-1 
• 7·~ 21.5 

HCluston 77.72 3.23 3.23 13 1. 60 1 1 

Detr-oit 79.913 3.21 3.47 t:: 
... 1 1.68 5 

Ch i Cubs- 83.39 --:. v. 1 '7' 3.27 12 1.63 ,;".-1 t::' o. _I 

MCln tr-ea 1 !33.5 1? :3. it? :3.130 22.5 • '7'4 1'7'.5 

Pittsbur-gh 84.39 :3. 18 3.13 1~ .. 5 .98 14.5 

Cal ifclr-nia 86.2'7 3.17 3.,55 4 1. 15 4 

Tor-onto 89.213 3. 15 2.96 24 .94 -"19.5 

At 1 an ta 8'7'.77 .-. 14 3.29 1 1 1. 05 '''7 -~ . 
Oal< 1 and 90.23 3. 14 2.57 26 .82 oJ ' ,,-Co 

Cincinnati 91.31 3. 13 3. 10 18 .99 ""12.5 



Last of the ninth at Fenway, two outs. The score is tied, and the Sox have 

loaded the bases against your tiring starter, Dave Stieb. As you go to the 

mound, you glance toward the on-deck circle. No problem, it's only Wade 

Boggs. You've got Lavelle CLHP) and Caudill (REP) warmed up, whose ERAs are 

3~00 and 2.50, respectively, and you take this to be an accurate measurement 

of their performance. For whom do you call ••• ? You're not sure?! After all 

you've studied this game, you don I t know how big this righty/lefty advantage 

is? Well, neither did I, until I did the following study: 

THE SIZE AND NATURE OF THE PLATOON DIFFERENTIAL 

QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED: How big ~s this difference? Does the batting 

average change the most, or power, or walks? Is the difference constant, or 

is it larger for Dale Murphy than for Jose Oquendo? 

DATA COLLECTED: From the 1985 Bill James Abstract, I found 138 batters for 

which the following were given against both left and right-handed pitching: 

at bats, walks, strikeouts, hits, and home runs. There were 43 lefties, 71 
righties, and 18 switch hitters. A summary of how the 120 one-way hitters 

fared vs pitchers of like handedness and opposite handedness is presented in 

Table 1. 

Table I 

ALL NON-SWITCH HITTERS 

AB H HR W KO AVG 

vs LIKE HAND 29,187 7667 769 2404 4641 .263 

vs OPPOSITE 26,926 7669 855 2865 3484 .285 

TOTALS 56,113 15,336 1624 5269 8125 .273 

HIT% HR% W% KO% RC/G 

vs LIKE HAND 21.8 2.43 7.6 14.7 4.46 

vs OPPOSITE 22.9 2.87 9.6 11.7 5.70 

TOTALS 22.3 2.65 8.6 13.2 5.03 

The percentages are the occurrence divided by plate appearances Cat bats plus 
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walks). HIT% is all non-home run hits. RC/G is Runs Created per Game, fudged 

from Mr. James' formula because I didn't record doubles and triples. I 

estimated RC/G as eH + W) times CH + 4* HR) divided by CAB + W) divided by 

CAB - H) times 28. My defense for this formula is tedious; let's say it 

seemed to work. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The raw difference was about 1~ runs per game. This means that a lineup of 9 

right-handed hitters who average scor~ng 5.70 runs a game against lefty 

pitching, will only average scoring 4.46 runs against righty pitching. If all 

other things (power and walks) were equal, this would be a difference in 

batting average of about 3'6 points. 

The areas which were affected most were walks and strikeouts, and then home 

runs. Singles (actually, singles, doubles, and triples) differed only by 5%. 

Walks, batting against your own kind, were down by 21%, strikeouts were IIp 

26%, and home runs were down 15%1. 

The first thing that I wondered was if this advantage increased with the 

hitter's ability, or was constant for all hitters. To answer this, I divided 

the 120 batters into 2 groups; those having the best 60 RCIG, and the worst 

60. The results are shown in Table II. 

BEST 

vs LIKE HAND 

vs OPPOSITE 

Table II 

BEST AND WORST HITTERS 

AB 

15,218 

14,557 

. . . . . . . . . 

H 

4188 

4374 

HR 

566 

614 

W 

1357 

1769 

KO 

2634 

1996 

AVG 

.275 

.300 

Rc/G 

5.48 

7.07 

1 The 907. confidence intervals on these values, us~ng the normal 
approximation to the binomial distribution, are as follows: 

lower bound 
upper bound 

SINGLES 

down 2~ 
down 77. 

HOME RUNS 

down 8% 
down 23% 

WALKS 

down 16% 
down 25% 

STRIKEOUTS 

up 22% 
up 29% 



Table II (continued) 

BEST AND WORST HITTERS 

WORST AB H HR W KO AVG RC/G 

vs LIKE HAND 13} 969 3479 203 1047 2007 .249 3.45 

vs OPPOSITE 12,369 3295 241 1096 1488 .266 4.29 

For the good hitters, RC/G were down by 1.59 batting against their own kind, 

whereas RC/G for power hitters were down 0.84. The PERCENTAGE declines were 

similar, 22.5% and 19.6%, respectively. 

CONCLUSION: The advantage appears to be not constant, but linear, or 

proportional to the batter's (and I assume the pitcher's) ability. 

But wait - from Table II, we see the best hitters are mostly power hitters. 

Could it be that because power is apparently affected more, that the best 

hitters' advantage is really just a power hitter's advantage? OK, I'll break 

up the 120 hitters again, this time into 60 home run hitters and 60 singles 

hitters. A home run hitter here is one whose home runs are at least one tent~ 

of his total hits. See Table III. 

Table III 

POWER VS SINGLES 

POWER AB H HR W RC/G RR% W% 

vs LIKE HAND 15,706 4090 631 1365 5.09 3.70 8.00 

vs OPPOSITE 13,636 3862 644 1640 6.64 4.72 10.74 

SINGLES AB H HR W RC/G RR% W% 

vs LIKE HAND 13,481 3577 138 1039 3.71 0.95 7.16 

vs OPPOSITE 13,290 3807 211 1225 4.76 1.45 8.44 

Again, the percentage declines in RC/G were similar (power hitters, RC/G down 

by 23%; singles hitters, down by 22%). But look at the rightmost columns of 

Table II, and see how homers were affected. The SINGLES hitters lost a 

greater PERCENTAGE of their power; the biggest loss for the POWER hitters was 

their ability to draw walks. If power hitters really have a bigger platoon 
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differential than singles hitters, as baseball lore has many times implied, we 

would expect to see a LARGER decline in batting ability for the power hitters. 

But we don't - and yet we saw in Table I how walks and home runs vary more 

than singles according to the handedness of the pitcher and batter. Confused? 

Well, here's what I think happens: 

A righthanded pitcher, when facing a lefty power hitter, becomes more careful 

with his pitches. This leads to a greater number of bases or balls, and keeps 

the increase in home runs to a minimum. Facing a righty, he becomes more 

agress~ve, knowing he has the advantage. He registers more KOs, yields fewer 

walks, but still g~ves up some gopher balls. Against a singles hitter, even a 

Boggs, he isn't as worried that one pitch will hurt him. So, maybe the 

PITCHER changes the MAKEUP of how the runs come, but they still come. (End of 

personal interpretation; back to facts). POWER HITTER OR NOT, GOOD HITTER OF 

BAD, YOU LOSE 20% TO 25% OF YOUR RUN CREATING ABILITY WHEN YOU FACE A PITCHER 

OF LIKE HAND. 

SO WHAT? 

If you're trying to decide who to start·on the mound against a certain team, 

it's not only the quantity of lefty and righty hitters that matters, it's also 

the quality. But the type of hitter does not matter. 

For individual decisions, such as go~ng to the bullpen (and pinch hitting), a 

player's own tendencies may be more important than a hard and fast rule of 20% 

·to 25% of his ERA (or RC/G). 

How about some of those switch hitters who seem to perform better from one 

side of the plate, year after year? Are some of them hurting themselves? 

Some examples: 

KEN SINGLETON. I know, he 1 s retired. But his decision to bat right handed 

against southpaws may have cost the Orioles the division title in 1982, when 

they lost to the Brewers on the last day and finished 1 game out. For the 
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years I have stats (81-84), Ken's totals: 

vs LEFTIES 

vs RIGRTIES 

AB 

500 

1294 

AVG 

.226 

.268 

HR 

8 

43 

Walks were not always available. In 1982, Ken had a decent year overall, but 

hit only .177 with no homers against southpaws. There are many ways to figure 

the numbers, but it looks like he could have done the team 5-10 runs better if 

he hit lefthanded all the time, for that particular year. 

I was only able to find 2 other cases of switch hitters with significant 

differences in the past 4 seasons: 

TOM HERR 

vs L 

vs R 

AB 

550 

1225 

AVG 

.251 

.292 

HR 

2 

4 

JULIO CRUZ 

vs L 

vs R 

AB 

650 

ll81 

AVG 

.280 

.223 

Herr's case is borderline. If I were Mr. Cruz's manager, I might suggest he 

practice hitting right handers from the right side of the plate to see what 

happens, before he becomes a bit player. 

HR 

14 

4 

It surprised me that I didn't find more cases of large switch hitting 

differences. Maybe most batters know what's good for them. And maybe we're 

just scratching the surface here. I've still got my data base; if anyone has 

any brilliant ideas, please write and give me some suggestions on how to get a 

better hold on this whole platoon question. 

discussion. 

Thanks for letting me join the 

Tom Hanrahan 

104 Endeavor St. 

Lexington Park, MD 20653 
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BALL PARK ELEVATION AND HUMIDITY AS 
FACl'ORS IN HOME RUN PRODUCl'ION 

Dick O'Brien 

Davis Jacksonts imaginative and controversial 1986 edition of The Last Word 
explores the differences in home run production in Atlanta's Fulton County 
Stadium and Busch Stadium in St.Louis. His examination largely parallels 
Robert Kingsley's study in the first issue of The Baseball Analyst{J'lne 1982). 
Both come to essentially the same conclusion: Kingsley calls the increased 
productivity in Atlanta due to mental attitude while Jackson calls it psycho
logical. They indicate the similarity between the parks - dimensions, climate, 
visibility - and dismiss the question of elevation above sea level (altitude). 
Fulton County is 1000 feet above sea level while St.Louis is something less 
than half of that, c. h55 feet. Further noting the temperature equity between 
the two parks they both cite somewhat stronger winds in Atlanta, although this 
contention is not to be found in climatic records. During the six month base
ball season Atlanta posts an average wind velocity of 8.2 mph while St.Louis 
records 8.3. They acknowledge Atlantats slightly higher humidity readings but 
pass it off with the assertion that with St.Louis readings taken from the sta
tion located at Lambert Field, the House of Tudor actually Ues astride the 
Mississippi River levee and thus would be higher than officially recorded. 

I believe that the altitude and hUmidity of a ball park have a significant 
effect on home run production, particularly so when comparing parks above 900 
feet to those below 500 feet. I offer in evidence the following comparisons. 

1. Reno, Nevada, a member of the California League consistently out-produces 
other league teams in home runs. Moana Stadium is situated some h500 feet 
above sea level while no other recent team is above 500 feet (exclude Palm 
Springs as 1986 is their first year in the league. The evening humidity readings . 
are 21% lower than other league cities. 

Home Run Averages 
Yr Reno others Reno Plus % 

19E"5 ---00 67 --.19 
198h 5R 56 .04 
1983 89 6h .31 
1982 90 59 053 
19111 151 86 076 
1980 92 76 .. 21 
1979 107 92 .16 
197R 92 113 .11 
1977 97 70 .39 

9 yr avg 95 73 .30 

2. Denver,- Colorado, is located a mile high while all other parks are below 1200 
feet. Its average humidity readings are 18% lower than other American Association 
cities. 

Yr 
198'5 
19Bh 
1983 
1982 
1981 

Home Run Averages 
Denver others Denver Plus % 

13h 90 .h9 
119 123 - .05 
158 112 .hl 
153125 .26 
103 101 .02 
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Home Run Averages 
Yr Denver others Denver Plus % 

1"9"B'0 llib 93 .57 
1979 110 104 .06 
1978 139 118 .18 
1977 107 80 .34 

9 yr avg 130 105 .24 

Both Denver and Reno have larger parks in ~laying field square footage than any 
other teams in their respective leagues. It should also be noted that minor 
league teams change personnel more frequently than do major league teams thus 
accounting for more volatility in peak and low home run production on an annual 
basis. 

3. The Texas League offers the ideal study for two reasons: (1) their parks are 
quite similar in playing field dimensions, and (2) the league has been equally 
divided between cities above 800 feet and below 300 feet. Park dimensions are 
shown below: 

above 800 feet 
El Paso 340-395-340 
Midland 333-392-333 
San Antoni0325-400-325 
Tulsa 335-400-340 

below 
Beaumont 
Arkansas 
Jackson ' 
Shreveport 

300 feet 
325-3RO-325 
330-390-340 
330-400-330 
330-402-320 

As can be seen from the following chart teams below 300 feet have a generally 
higher humidity reading approaching game time while teams above 800 feet have 
a slightly warmer temperature reading. Three lines appear above each team: 
first line shows humidity average reading at 6:00 PM during the months of June 
July anc. Aug:, second line shows average temperature; third line is elevation 
above sea level: 

31..t% 1..t6% 1..t7% 52% 6~ 61% 65% 58% 
Bl 83 81..t 80 81 80 80 ,82 

3700 2780 808 804 20 286 296 251..t 
Year El Paso Midland San Antone Tulsa Beaumont Arkansas Jackson Shreveport 
1985 122 118 82 104 61 60 68 87 
19111..t 80 103 100 88 76 70 100 90 
19B3 136 105 102 155 94 72 91 143 
1982 161 140 132 96 * 85 96 89 
1981 121 123 145 85 65 1..t7 81..t 
1980 11..t3 91 79 85 79 82 50 
1979 133 99 91 63 57 70 89 
19711 165 84 - 59 88 66 53 84 

?yr avg 133 108 99 96 77 69 76 90 

* ,San Diego moved its farm team from Amarillo to Beaumont after the 19R2 
season. Amarillo is located 3600 feet above sea level and averaged 96 home 
runs for the five year period, 1978-112. HOJ.T~'irpr, I can find no information 
concerning its playing field dimensions. (I've been told its slightly smaller 
than Brookfield Zoo but twice as dangerous at nightJ 

The evidence appears irrefutable. Heighth plus warm, dry air provides an 
ideal environment for growing taters. 

Sources: 
Climatic data from Ruffin and Bair 1 s The Weather Almanac, Avon Books, 1977 

Texas State Tourist Guide, Austin, Tx, 1978 
Ball Park dimensions from Philip J. Lowry1s e~cellent Green Cathedrals, SABR}q$~ 
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n Bg~gIIQN_IQ_~Ig~_Q~~RIgN~~_~RIIg~g 
--Bill James 

I wanted to say that I particularly enJoyed the last 
article here, Dick O~Brien~s study o£ altitude/climate e££ects in 
the Texas League. Be£ore I get into that, though, I had to say 
something else about the general idea o£ "psychological" impact 
on per£ormance. 

For any o£ you who haven~t gotten a copy, I would 
strongly recommend Ih~_b~~~_~2~Q, by Davis Jackson (Jackson 
Research, Inc., P.O. Box 28, New Braun£els, Texas 78131). 
Ih~~~~~~_~2~Q is one o£ the very best o£ the annual books 
which come out analyzing the game o£ baseball and its statistics; 
it is truly a book o£ ~~~!y§~§, rather than a book o£ 
statistics. And a lot o£ the analysis i£ fascinating, 
well-designed, in£ormative and at times even convincing. Davis 
sent me a copy, but I regret to say that at the moment I cannot 
£ind it in this messy o££ice, so I can~t check to see, nor do I 
remember. what he wrote about Busch Stadium and County Stadium in 
Atlanta. 

Not responding to Davis. then, but to the general 
proposition that player psychology can create massive park 
e££ects. In our society we use "psychology" in precisely the 
same way that in the sixteenth century they used witchcraft. If 
milk went sour sometimes and didnJt go sour other times when the. 
temperature was Just the same and all. it must be witches that 
were doing it. I£ a child took sick suddenly with black spots on 
his chest and began to spit blood, this must be the work o£ 
witches. 1£ a house, sitting empty, began to burn, or i£ a 
plague o£ locusts appeared suddenly one July a£ternoon. then. 
§~~~§_~h§~§_i~~~~_~~y_~~~g~~!_~~g§§_~Q~_~hi~_Eh§~2~§~~' it 
must be witchcra£t. 

In our own time. "psychology" is what explains anything 
that we don~t understand. At times. psychology is even used to 
explain the exact same things witchcra£t was once used £or. A 
doctor who canJt £igure out what is wrong with you is extremely 
likely to conclude that your problem is psychosomatic. When we 
compare two ballparks (or two teams, or two players) that seem 
similar but have some mysterious di££erence like this, the £irst 
thing that occurs to us is that §i~~§_th§~§_~~~~t_~~y_~~tg~~! 
S~g§§_f9~_th~§_2h§gQ~~~~. it must be in the minds of the people 
swinging the bats. Hot streaks and slumps, which in all 
likelihood have a very natural explanation (random deviation), 
nonetheless are routinely explained in psychological terms. 

What I~m trying to say is that to show that it is 
psychology, you must show th~t_i~_i~_E§Y~hQ1Qgy, and not 
merely that it isnJt anything else. To show that it isnJt wind. 
that it isnJt heat. that it isnJt dimensions. to show that it 
isnJt anything and everything that we can think of makes 
absolutely zero contribution toward showing that it ~§ 
psychology. As much as showing that it is psychology, it could 
show that it is witchcra£t, or that it is simply the will o£ God 
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that more home runs should be hit in Atlanta than are hit in St. 
Louis. If you examine every feature of the two parks that you 
can think of and you find that none of them explains anything, 
absolutely the only thing that you are entitled to conclude as a 
scientist is that the you don't have any idea what the cause is. 

This is not to say that scientists are not entitled to 
have opinions; only that we should be extremely careful about 
writing those opinions at the end of studies as if they were 
conclusions. I'm not always careful about it myself, but I try 
to be. Let us assume. since I don't have the report here, that 
Davis Jackson ~~~ careful about it, and that he merely 
offered the opinion that the difference was psychological. Well, 
let me offer my opinion. Batter psychology could not possibly 
create the difference in the home run characteristics of the two 
parks. Why? Because of pitcher psychology. If people believed 
that Busch Stadium was a poor home run park ~h§n_if_~§~lly 
~~§n~~, what would happen? One of the most important things 
that would happen is that pitching patterns would adJust upward 
in the strike zone. since the risk of the home run would be 
diminished. A pitcher who was behind in the count 2-0 or 3-1 to 
a guy without a lot of power would be muc~. much more likely to 
take the chance on a belt-high fastball, since he would believe 
that in that situation the walk was more dangerous than the fly 
b·~ll. In consequence of this, there would be many more fly balls 
.hit--and many more home runs. In my opinion, the belief would 
unquestionably correct itself within a very few weeks. 

"Psychology" or behavior could emphasize a real . 
difference. In a tough home run park, it becomes less productive 
to attempt to hit homers, and thus players will, indeed, 
concentrate on putting the ball in play. But this type of effect 
could make a 70% difference into an 80 or 90% difference. It 
absolutely could not create a massive difference while working on 
a small base. 

It seems to me to be virtually certain that there is a 
~~tg~~1_9~g§§ for the phenomenon, in something that hasn't 
been examined or hasn't been properly examined. The wind, for 
one·thing. Granted, the average wind in St. Louis and Atlanta 
may be the same--but Busch Stadium is built below ground level 
and triple decked so that it stifles the breeze; the place is 
famous for doing this. 

And Dick O'Brien's idea of analyzing those extraneous 
factors using the Texas League is Just positively brilliant. In 
addition to the factors he cited, another advantage to using a 
minor league is the fact that the minors change personnel so 
completely over a period of time that it greatly minimizes the 
chance that a difference in home runs hit in a park could be 
creates by the players who happen to play there. A super 
contribution, Dick--and one that I am almost certain to pick up 
and study further in next year's ~Q§f~~9f. 
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